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Abstract. The consolidation of the Web as one of the most important ways to
share and spread information has given raise to a huge amount of information
systems for this media. This is the reason why a lot of different modelling
techniques and methodologies for Web Information Systems (WISs)
development have appeared. MIDAS, a model driven methodology for the
development of WISs, is the framework of this paper and proposes to use UML
as a unique notation to model the whole system. Despite UML does not support
each of the techniques that are necessary for the development of WISs, it has
some extension mechanisms that allow extending this language for other needs.
In this paper a UML extension to represent XML Schemas is described.
1

Introduction

In the last decade the Web has become one of the main media for sharing and
spreading information in the world. As a result, a large number of modelling
techniques and methodologies for the development of Web Information Systems
(WIS) [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,13,15] have appeared.
In the framework of MIDAS [10,11,12], a model driven methodology for the
development of WISs, which suggests to model the whole system in a unique
notation, we propose a UML extension to represent XML Schemas [16]. There are
other works in this line [1,14], but these proposals have some significant limitations.
The work of [1] was defined before the approval of the current standard of the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and was based on SOX. Therefore it does not include
all the components, structures, constraints and the relationships among them of the
actual XML Schema model. Moreover, it includes other components and structures
that do not belong to the standard anymore. The proposal of [14] neither includes
explicitly stereotypes for the components of the XML Schema model nor
distinguishes among them. Besides it does not include the order of the elements and
of its attributes.
One of the most significant lacks is that neither [1] nor [14] provides a unique
graphical representation for the same XML Schema and vice versa; that is to say,
there is no bi-directional correspondence between the graphical and the textual XML
Schema representation. As a result, it is not possible to automate the XML Schema
code generation in an unambiguous way, which is one of the main benefits of system
modelling. For this reason, our UML extension allows to represent a XML Schema in
graphical notation that has a unique correspondence with the XML Schema code.
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This extension has been implemented as an add-in in Rational Rose and at this
moment we are implementing the automatic XML Schema generation from a UML
conceptual diagram.
In the next section the UML extension for XML Schema is described and finally,
section 3 sums up the main conclusions and future work.
2

Representing XML Schemas with UML

A XML Schema [16] is the definition of a specific XML structure. A XML Schema
itself is a special kind of XML document that defines the content and structure of a
type of XML documents, that is, it describes the components that may be contained in
a XML document and the ways the components may be arranged within in the
hierarchical document structure.
XML Schema does not provide its own graphical notation, so UML will be used for
this purpose. However, this language has no way of representing directly these kinds
of schemas. Therefore it is necessary to extend it. UML provides an extension
mechanism [2], which enables us to create new types of building blocks by means of
stereotypes, tagged values and constraints, as we will see next.
The proposed UML extension is defined for the specific components of XML Schema
[16], the current standard of the W3C. Each component of a XML Schema should be
able to be represented in graphical notation with this UML extension, keeping the
specified order and nesting.
The extension is summarized in table 1. The stereotypes have been chosen according
to the following criteria:
• The ELEMENTs have been considered as stereotyped classes because they are
explicitly defined in the schema. They can contain a collection of attributes.
• The attributes of an ELEMENT have been considered stereotyped attributes of
the classes that represent the ELEMENT.
• The complexTypes have been considered as stereotyped classes if they are
named. In this case, the complexType is related with the ELEMENT or type that
uses it with a <<uses>> association. If not, they are represented in an implicit
way by the compositor that it composes.
• The simpleTypes have been considered as stereotyped classes with the same
name of the element that contains it. It will be related with its father ELEMENT
with a composition stereotyped with <<simpleType>>.
• The complexContent types have been considered as stereotyped classes which
must be related with an inheritance relationship to the father type, which must be
a complexType that is redefined by the complexContent type.
• The simpleContent types have been considered as stereotyped classes be related
with an inheritance relationship to the father type (simple or complex type), that
is redefined by the simpleContent type.
• The compositors are considered stereotyped compositions (special kind of
associations). Their stereotypes depend on the kind of compositor: <<Choice>>,
<<Sequence>> and <<All>>.
• For each element, type and attribute the order number must be specified next to
the class name, type name or attribute, including as a prefix the order number of
its parent element or type.
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Table 1. UML extension to represent in graphical notation XML Schemas
Attribute

ELEMENT type

Metamodel class: Class
Description: An <<ELEMENT>>

represents an element of the XML Schema.

type

Metamodel class: Attribute
Description: An attribute belongs to an
<<ELEMENT>> type.

Icon:
Constraints: It can only be used to define
<<ELEMENT>> types.
Tagged values: The name of the element, the base

Icon: None
Constraints: An attribute can only belong to a
unique <<ELEMENT>> class.
Tagged values: The attribute name, the base type,

Icon:
Constraints: It must be related by a <<uses>>

Icon: sT
Constraints: It must be associated by a <<uses>>

ELEMENT

type, the minimum and maximum number of
occurrences. Order number with the prefix
order number of the element it belongs to.

the constraint to be satisfied by the attribute
(required, optional) and the default or fixed
value. Another tagged value is its order number
including as a prefix the order number of the
element to which the attribute belongs to.
SimpleType
ComplexType
Metamodel class: Class
Metamodel class: Class
Description: A <<complexType>> is a type Description: A <<simpleType>> is a type that has
no subelements or attributes.
composed of other elements or another
compositor.
cT

association with the elements or types that use
the complexType. It will only be defined as a
class if it has a name, otherwise it will be
defined in an implicit way.
Tagged values: Name.
ComplexContent type
Metamodel class: Class
Description: A <<complexContent>> is a
subclass of the complexType that it defines.
Icon: None
Constraints: It must be related by an inheritance
relationship with the elements or complexTypes
that the complexContent type redefines.
Tagged values: Name.
Association Compositor
Metamodel class: Association
Description: A compositor association is a special
kind of composition stereotyped with the kind
of compositor <<Choice>>, <<Sequence>> or
<<All>>, which indicates the elements that
compose the superelement (father).
Icon: None
Constraints: It can only be used to join an
<<ELEMENT>>
type
with
the
<<ELEMENT>>s that compose it.
Tagged values: None.

association with the element or attribute that
uses it.

Tagged values:

Base type, constraints of the
proper base type.
SimpleContent type
Metamodel class: Class
Description: A <<simpleContent>> is a subclass
of the complexType or a simpleType.
Icon: None
Constraints: It must be related by an inheritance
relationship with the type that the simpleContent
type redefines.
Tagged values: Name.
Association Uses
Metamodel class: Association
Description: A <<uses>> association is a special
kind of unidirectional association which joins a
named <<complexType>> with the
<<ELEMENT>> or type that uses it.

Icon: None
Constraints:

It can only be used to join to
<<ELEMENT>>s or types with a named
complexType.
Tagged values: None.

3 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have described a UML extension to represent XML Schemas. The
framework of this proposal is MIDAS, a model driven methodology for the
development of WISs, which proposes to use UML as unique notation to represent the
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whole system. One of the main benefits of our work is that the XML Schema
graphical notation has a unique correspondence with the XML Schema code and the
whole system will be defined in UML.
This extension has been implemented as an add-in in Rational Rose and at this
moment we are implementing the automatic XML Schema code generation from a
UML diagram.
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